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Hi, this is the story of my life as a carbon atom!  
Everything started inside the body of a heterotrophic organism, a man living in a big city. It was utter 
chaos: a lot of things kept changing and transforming so I couldn't make any friends, it was too 
crowded! You can imagine how happy I was when it was my turn to finally go out of that place.  
Basically, I got kicked out during respiration: the guy didn’t need me anymore and all he wanted was 
oxygen... well it’s his loss not mine! So where did I end up? I found myself in the atmosphere. The 
atmosphere is a crazy place: first of all, it’s gigantic and I could roam freely in the air, but the best 
part was that I could make some friends! I bonded with two atoms of oxygen with two double covalent 
bonds and we called ourselves “carbon dioxide”.  
I stayed in the atmosphere for a long time and visited a lot countries looking down on Earth, until 
one day I was needed by a tree. I found out that trees are much better than humans: they like carbon 
dioxide and are always looking for us! So, through photosynthesis the tree made me bond with other 
atoms of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen to become glucose.  
Unfortunately, after some time the tree died and I went through fossilization and became 
“hydrocarbon”. It was very boring and I couldn’t see anything because I was underground. Finally, 
after decades, a human found me lying there and decided to mine and burn the fossil fuel for his 
benefit, that sounds like a bad thing, but it didn’t hurt me one bit and I was finally back to the 
atmosphere!  
In the atmosphere I bonded with two atoms of oxygen and it was really nice, for some time I also got 
dissolved into the sea: my chemical bonds didn’t change since dissolution is just a physical 
transformation, however I felt seasick so I quickly got degassed and came back to my lovely 
atmosphere, and here I am!  
 
 


